Infinite-dimensional difference operators are studied. Under the assumption that the coefficients of the operator have limits at infinity, limiting operators and associated polynomials are introduced. Under some specific conditions on the polynomials, the operator is Fredholm and has the zero index. Solvability conditions are obtained and the exponential behavior of solutions of the homogeneous equation at infinity is proved.
Introduction
Infinite-dimensional difference operators may not satisfy the Fredholm property, and the Fredholm-type solvability conditions are not necessarily applicable to them. In other words, we do not know how to solve linear algebraic systems with infinite matrices. Various properties of linear and nonlinear infinite discrete systems are studied in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
The goal of this paper is to establish the normal solvability for the difference operators of the form In Section 2 of this paper we introduce polynomials P + (σ) and P − (σ) associated with the limiting operators L + and L − . We show that, if P + and P − do not have roots on the unit circle, then the limiting operators are invertible and the operator L is normally solvable with a finite-dimensional kernel. If moreover the polynomials have the same number of roots inside the unit circle, then L is a Fredholm operator and its index is zero.
In Section 3 we prove that under some conditions on the polynomials P + and P − corresponding to operator L in (1.1), the bounded solutions of the equation Lu = 0 are exponentially decreasing at +∞ and −∞. The idea is to approximate the equation Lu = 0 at +∞ with the problem on half-axis: 6) and similarly at −∞. We first prove that (1.6) has a unique solution and that this solution is exponentially decaying. Then we deduce that the solution of the equation Lu = 0 is also exponentially decaying. Section 4 deals with the solvability conditions for the equation
One states a result which is analogous to the continuous case: equation Lu = f is solvable if and only if f is orthogonal on all solutions v l , l = 1,...,α(L * ). Section 5 is devoted to a particular case of the operator L related to discretization of a second-order differential equation on the real axis: 
where
We are going to define the associated polynomial for the operator L + . To do this, we are looking for the solution of the equation L + u = 0 under the form u j = exp(µ j), j ∈ Z, and obtain
One takes σ = e µ and finds the polynomial associated to L + :
Recall the following auxiliary result from [1] . We will find conditions in terms of P + for the limiting operator L + to be invertible. One begins with an auxiliary result concerning continuous deformations of the polynomial P + . Without loss of generality, we may assume that the coefficient a + m = 1. Consider the polynomial with complex coefficients Proof. We represent the polynomial P(σ) in the form
where the roots σ 1 ,...,σ k are inside the unit circle, and the other roots are outside it. Consider the polynomial
that depends on the parameter τ through its roots. This means that we change the roots and find the coefficients of the polynomial through them. We change the roots in such a way that for τ = 0 they coincide with the roots of the original polynomial; for τ = 1 it has the roots σ 1 ,...,σ k with (
..,n (outside of the unit circle). This deformation can be done in such a way that there are no roots with |σ| = 1. The lemma is proved.
Using the associated polynomials P + and P − of L + and L − , we can study the normal solvability of the operator L.
Theorem 2.3. The operator L is normally solvable with a finite-dimensional kernel if and only if the corresponding algebraic polynomials P + and P
− do not have roots σ with |σ| = 1.
Proof
The necessity. Suppose that the polynomials P + , P − do not have roots σ with |σ| = 1. We first show that the image of L is closed. To do this, let { f n } be a sequence in ImL such that f n → f and let {u n } be a sequence with the property Lu n = f n .
Suppose in the beginning that {u n } is bounded in E. We construct a convergent subsequence. Since u n = sup j∈Z |u that is, u nk → u as k → ∞ uniformly on each bounded interval of j. Using a diagonalization process, we extend u j to all j ∈ Z.
It is clear that sup j∈Z |u j | ≤ c; that means u ∈ E. Passing to the limit as k → ∞ in the linear equation
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Since the sequence {y k } is bounded in E, there exists a subsequence {y kl } which converges (say y kl → y 0 ) uniformly with respect to j on bounded intervals. We may pass to the limit as k l → ∞ in (2.11) and obtain via (2. We analyze now the case when {u n } is unbounded in E. Then we write u n = x n + y n with {x n } ∈ ker L and {y n } is in the supplement of kerL. Then Ly n = f n .
If {y n } is bounded in E, it follows as above that Im L is closed. If not, then we repeat the above reasoning for z n = y n / y n and g n = f n / y n . Passing to the limit on a subsequence n k (such that z nk → z 0 ) in the equality Lz nk = g nk and using the convergence g nk → 0, one obtains the contradiction that z 0 ∈ ker L. Therefore Im L is closed.
In order to prove that kerL has a finite dimension, it suffices to show that every sequence u n from B ∩ ker L (where B is the unit ball) has a convergent subsequence. The reasoning is similar to that of the first part, taking f n = 0.
The sufficiency. Assume that Im L is closed and dim(kerL) is finite. By contradiction, one supposes that either P + or P − (say P + ) has a root on the unit circle. Then the corresponding solution of for some m.
In order to show that f n → 0 as n → ∞, observe that f n j can be written under the form
A simple computation implies that the first three terms tend to zero as n → ∞, uniformly with respect to all integers j. Next, condition (2.3) and the boundedness u n = u = 1 lead to the convergence
as N → ∞, where | · | 0 is the norm of the operator. For a given N, one estimates the last term of (2.15). Since u j = e iξ j , j ∈ Z is a solution of the equation 
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Proof. Lemma 2.2 for P + implies the existence of a continuous deformation P τ (σ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, from the polynomial We put σ = e µ and get
so P 1 is the above polynomial. Taking a = 1/λ, we obtain Proof. We construct a homotopy of L in such a way that L + and L − are reduced independently to the operator in Theorem 2.4. Then, this homotopy is in the class of the normally solvable operators with finite-dimensional kernels.
Since at +∞ and −∞ the operators L + and L − coincide, we finally reduce L to an operator with constant coefficients. According to Theorem 2.4, it is invertible. Therefore, L is a Fredholm operator and has the zero index, as claimed.
8 Solvability conditions for some difference operators
Exponential decay
We consider now the problem
assuming that the corresponding polynomial P + (σ) does not have roots with |σ| = 1 and has k roots with |σ| < 1. One associates to (3.1) the boundary conditions Each of these solutions is completely determined by the above values. Therefore the corresponding k vectors are linearly independent. Indeed, otherwise the solutions would have been linearly dependent. Therefore there exist k linearly independent columns. Without loss of generality we can assume that these are the first k columns. Hence the corresponding k × k matrix is invertible.
Any bounded solution of (3.1) can be represented in the form
Substituting it in (3.2), we uniquely determine the coefficients c 1 ,...,c k . Therefore we have proved the following result. This result holds also for L − . Thus, for the solution of Lu = 0, we may conclude the following. For N sufficiently large this problem is uniquely solvable for any a 1 ,...,a k since problem (3.1)-(3.2) is uniquely solvable, and the operator L is close to the operator L + . If we put a i =ũ N+i , i = 1,...,k, then the solution of problem (3.5) coincides withũ for j ≥ N. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that the solution of problem (3.5) is exponentially decreasing for any a i , i = 1,...,k.
Consider the operator S of multiplication by exp(µ 1 + j 2 ), that is,
For µ sufficiently small, the operator L µ is close to the operator L. Therefore the problem Thus we have proved thatũ is exponentially decreasing as j → ∞. Similarly it can be proved for j → −∞. The theorem is proved.
Solvability conditions
In this section, we establish solvability conditions for the equation
Here L is the operator in (1.1) and
then we may define the formally adjoint L * of the operator L by the equality 
On the other hand consider the functionals ψ l given by Obviously, ψ l is linear for each l. If f (n) → f in E (in the norm supremum), then we may pass to the limit in (4.5) under the sum to find that
, where E * denotes the dual space of E. In order to prove that β(L) ≥ α(L * ), suppose that it is not true. Then among the functionals ψ l there exists at least one functional (say ψ 1 ) which is linearly independent with respect to all ϕ k , k = 1,...,β(L). This means that there exists f ∈ E such that (4.4) holds, but Proof. Equation (4.1) is solvable for a given f ∈ E if and only if (4.4) holds for some functionals ϕ k ∈ E * , k = 1,...,β(L). Consider the subspaces Φ and Ψ of E * generated by the functionals ϕ k , k = 1,...,β(L) and by ψ l from (4.5), l = 1,...,α(L * ), respectively. By (4.8) we deduce that their dimensions coincide. We show that actually Φ = Ψ. We show first that Ψ ⊆ Φ. Indeed, if not, there exists ψ ∈ Ψ, ψ / ∈ Φ. Then there exists f ∈ E such that (4.4) holds, but at least one ψ l ( f ) = 0, so we get the same contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Therefore, Ψ ⊆ Φ and since they have the same dimensions, we get that Ψ = Φ. The theorem is proved.
Remark 4.2. Analogously we find β(L
* ) ≥ α(L). Therefore, if one denotes by κ(L) = α(L) − β(L) the index of the operator L, we get κ(L) + κ L * ≤ 0. (4.7) Since in our case κ(L) = κ(L * ) = 0, it follows that β(L) = α L * , β L * = α(L).
Example
We are concerned with the difference operator L : E → E, 
